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NEW QUESTION 31 - NEW QUESTION 40: 1.| 2016 Latest Braindump2go 300-070 PDF & 300-070 VCE 199Q Dumps Instant

Download:http://www.braindump2go.com/300-070.html  - 100% Exam Pass Guaranteed! 2.| 2016 New 300-070 Exam Questions

PDF:https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B272WrTALRHcZWRDaFVIZUdBbjA&usp=sharing   QUESTION 31Which type

of IOS Conference bridge requires all users to use the same video format in order to participate in a video conference? A.    Ad Hoc

ConferencingB.    Homogenous ConferencingC.    Heterogenous ConferencingD.    Guaranteed Audio Video ConferencingE.   

Meet-Me Conferencing Answer: B QUESTION 32Which two of the following DSPs can be used in heterogenous conferencing to

achieve the required trans- sizing and transcoding functionality? (Choose two.) A.    PVDM3-256B.    PVDM2-256C.    PVDM-192

D.    PVDM3-32E.    PVDM3-192F.    PVDM2-128 Answer: AE QUESTION 33Which of the following simplifies and enhances

conference resource management? A.    Cisco Telepresence ServerB.    Cisco Telepresence MCUC.    Cisco Telepresence MSE 8000

D.    Cisco IOS routers with packet voice/data module (PVDM)E.    Cisco Telepresence Conductor Answer: E QUESTION 34What

is the maximum number of 1080p30 HD Conference Participants if an MSE 8000 has four MSE8710 blades clustered? A.    48B.   

180C.    720D.    800 Answer: A QUESTION 35Which route pattern wildcard character is used to terminate the interdigit timeout?

A.    $B.    !C.    #D.    . Answer: C QUESTION 36When a call is attempted during a particular time of day, what determines the

partitions where calling devices search? A.    time schedulesB.    calling periodsC.    dial schedulesD.    time periods Answer: A

QUESTION 37When configuring an H.323 gateway, which configuration option can be used to set whether an incoming call is

considered off the network (OffNet) or on the network (OnNet)? A.    call classificationB.    call locationC.    device poolD.   

signaling port Answer: A QUESTION 38When local route groups are used and a user dials 918005551212, what component is

ultimately used to route the digits to the local gateway? A.    The route list applied to the route patternB.    The device pool of the

calling deviceC.    The translation patternD.    The gateway or route list associated with the +.! route pattern Answer: B QUESTION

39You are performing route pattern configuration. You need to ensure that internal extensions are automatically expanded to full

external phone numbers for calling line information on outgoing calls.What should you use? A.    calling extension expansionB.   

called number expansionC.    external number mask of the called partyD.    external phone number mask of the calling party

Answer: D QUESTION 40The CSS on a line includes the partitions 911, internal and local. The CSS on the device includes the

partitions 911, internal, local and long distance. Which CSS will be used if the phone user dials a local number? A.    The device

CSS will be used since the device CSS is always used first on an IP phone.B.    Since the dialed digits are a match to a partition is in

both Calling Search Spaces the call will use both matched partitions in both Calling Search Spaces in a round-robin format.C.    If

there is both a line and device CSS the line device will only be used.D.    The line and device CSSs will be combined and the device

CSS will take precedence.E.    The line and device CSSs will be combined and the line CSS will take precedence. Answer: E 
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